Abstract-While hardware caches are generally effective at improving application performance, they greatly complicate performance prediction. Slight changes in memory layout or data access patterns can lead to large and systematic increases in cache misses, degrading performance. In the worst case, these misses can effectively render the cache useless. These pathological cases, or "cache risk patterns", are difficult to predict, test or debug, and their presence limits the usefulness of caches in safety critical real-time systems, especially in hard real-time environments.
I. INTRODUCTION
In safety-critical hard real-time systems, such as flight control systems, engine management systems or satellite control systems, guaranteeing that all computations meet their deadlines-computing their worst-case execution time (WCET)-is essential [1] . Numerous approaches exist to perform WCET analysis; see Wilhelm et al. for a survey of methods and tools [2] .
The need for more complex and demanding safetycritical real-time systems implies that future processors for such systems are likely to resemble current highperformance processors. These processors have numerous features designed to improve performance, such as pipelines, multiple levels of caches, and multiple cores. Unfortunately, the increased complexity of these modern hardware architectures makes computing the WCET even more difficult. On older CPUs, computing the WCET was relatively simple because each machine instruction ran for a fixed number of cycles. However, systems with more advanced processor features can lead to enormous variations in instruction execution and memory access times, greatly complicating WCET computation.
One key processor feature that exemplifies this problem is the cache. On one hand, caches are ubiquitous in most microprocessors because they can dramatically improve application peformance. By storing recentlyaccessed data items in high-speed memory close to the processor, caches exploit locality in memory access patterns and can reduce access times by up to two orders of magnitude [3] .
On the other hand, while caches often improve performance, they do not do so reliably or predictably. The performance of caches depends both on recent access history and the memory addresses of accessed objects, making it difficult to predict the access time to memory for any given object at any point in time. Memory access times are even harder to predict in the face of complicated cache hierarchies with multiple levels of caches. Previous work studying the difficulties of using caches in critical real-time systems shows that small program changes that lead to different memory layouts can trigger pathological cache behavior: systematic cache misses that lead to large increases in worst-case execution times [4] .
The difficulty of predicting memory access times in the presence of caches-even though the program may never trigger pathological behaviors-can lead to worst-case execution time estimates that are extremely pessimistic, where each unpredictable access is assumed to be a cache miss. This complexity has led some realtime systems to disable caches entirely.
Contributions
The thesis of this paper is that, instead of moving towards building hardware and software that are more predictable and therefore have systematic pathological worst-case scenarios, we should move towards a more truly randomized behavior that is guaranteed by design to exhibit pathological worst-case behavior only with an extremely low probability. In this paper, we assess the impact of one aspect of randomization, a randomized replacement policy for the instruction cache.
We first show that the potential worst-case impact of pathological cache behavior is large. We present experimental evaluations on microbenchmarks that show that these pathological memory layouts are likely for cache line replacement policies like LRU and set placement policies using both standard set-associative and skewed-associative caches [5] , and that they lead to dramatic increases in cache misses. We then show that randomized cache replacement dramatically reduces the probability of systematic cache misses, probabilistically reducing the worst-case number of cache misses without substantially degrading performance. Finally, we argue that randomization enables probabilistic timing analysis because of the statistical independence of random variables, allowing quantification of the likelyhood of a cache risk pattern.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II provides background on caches, placement policies, and replacement policies. Section III describes the randomized replacement policy we explore here. Section IV presents our experimental methodology and empirical results evaluating randomized replacement in the context of caches with different placement policies. Section V discusses the possible impact of randomization on probabilistic WCET analysis. Section VI presents related work spanning cache architecture design, software randomization, and real-time systems. Finally, Section VII concludes with directions for future work.
II. BACKGROUND
Caches are commonly used to hide the speed gap between the CPU and the main memory by exploiting 
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Least Recently Used (LRU) Pentium I, MIPS 34K, LEON3 First-In First-Out (FIFO) Xscale, ARM9, ARM11 Most Recently Used (MRU) [6] Pseudo-LRU (PLRU) PowerPC 75x, Pentium II-IV locality in memory accesses. In order to reduce the traffic overhead between the main memory and the cache, the memory space is logically split in memory blocks called cache lines (typically 32-128 bytes). The behavior of a cache is determined by its placement policy and its replacement policy. A hash function is typically defined that indicates where in the cache a given object should be placed. These functions map the memory address to a cache set number. Each cache set is identified by certain bits of the memory address, called its index. Note that different cache lines can collide into the same cache set.
In other to avoid cache set conflicts, caches are partitioned into equally-sized cache sets, called ways. The size of each cache set is called the k-associativity of the cache. By doing this, different cache lines that collide into the same cache set can be distributed along the k different ways.
A standard set-associative cache (along called standard cache) is shown in Figure 1(a) . Note that the hash function is the same for all the ways of the cache, so given an index, the same cache set is accessed in all cache ways.
Once all ways of a cache set are occupied, the replacement policy decides which cache line is evicted to make room for the new cache line. Numerous replacement policies have been proposed and implemented for both high performance and embedded processors; see Table II for an overview.
All these algorithms are based on deterministic information about the history of recent access patterns. Hence, when an access pattern is repeated, the outcome of these algorithms will be the same, which may potentially result in a cache risk pattern [7] , i.e., a sequence of memory accesses that systematically evict cache lines that are still in use. A well-known example is a loop over a range of memory just larger than the cache, as shown in Figure  2 .
A. Skewed-Associative Caches
In order to reduce cache conflict misses, i.e., evicting cache-lines that are still in use, Bodin and Seznec propose skewed-associative caches, or simply skewed caches [5] . Skewed caches use a placement policy that assigns a different hash function for each way of the cache, so that two addresses that collide in the same cache set in a given cache way are unlikely to also collide in the other ways (see Figure 1(b) ). Skewed caches thus reduce the risk of colliding with a cache line that is still in use, because the placement policy achieves a better dispersion of data across the cache ways.
When using an LRU replacement policy (as recommended by Bodin and Seznec), skewed caches can evict cache lines from a number of different cache sets, depending on where the least recently used cache line is located. Compare this to standard set-associative caches, where the evicted cache line always belongs to the same cache set, regardless of which way contains the least recently used cache line.
However, while skewed caches can increase hit rates over standard caches by reducing conflict misses, they suffer from the same worst-case behavior. Repeated execution of a pathological sequence that triggers catastrophic cache misses will continue to produce the same performance degradation.
III. RANDOMIZED REPLACEMENT
The goal of using randomization in the context of cache replacement policies is to both reduce the likelihood of cache risk patterns and to virtually eliminate the risk of systematic performance degradation. Using randomization enables probabilistic analysis, allowing us to quantify the likelihood of a cache risk pattern as some fraction 1/p. Because randomization makes each iteration effectively independent of the previous one, the odds of a cache risk pattern occurring in multiple iterations rapidly decreases: the likelihood that the risk pattern occurs in each of n iterations is just (1/p) n . We explore in this paper the effectiveness of randomized replacement policies, where the cache line to evict is always chosen at random instead of depending on recent access patterns (as with LRU). While evicting an object at random may seem certain to degrade performance, the worst-case effectiveness of some randomized eviction algorithms is better than LRU [8] . The reason for this is that it is unlikely that a random eviction algorithm will repeatedly evict a hot cache line, since the likelihood of evicting one particular cache line is 1/k, where k is the associativity of the cache. Randomized replacement can degrade average case execution time, but because the focus of real-time systems is on reducing the worst case execution time, this reduction in performance is acceptable. Nonetheless, we show that this performance degradation is not significant and that random replacement in fact occasionally outperforms LRU-based policies.
Table III presents a grid describing the uses of randomized replacement we explore here. Because replacement policies are orthogonal to the placement (layout) algorithms used, we can evaluate the effectivness of randomized replacement both with standard set-associative caches and with skewed caches.
IV. THE EFFECT OF MEMORY LAYOUT
The cache replacement policy has a significant influence on the performance and the predictability of the cache. Deterministic replacement policies may result in cache risk patterns that systematically generate cache misses that, in turn, may potentially degrade the performance and increase the execution time variation. Since the cache access pattern is determined by the memory layout, the effectiveness of the replacement policy highly depends on the program memory layout, i.e., the set of memory addresses where the program is stored [4] .
In this section, we quantify the cache performance impact of memory layouts by exploring all possible memory layouts of a simple fragment of code (see Figure 2 ) that resembles automatically-generated code (a common embedded-code structure), comparing random and LRU replacement policies. We use LRU because it is generally considered the best replacement policy in terms of performance and predictability [9] , [7] . However, the same conclusions can be reached by using any of the deterministic replacement algorithms presented in Section II.
We demonstrate that, by using a random replacement policy, the likelihood of pathological performance is considerably reduced, improving the worst-case execution time and reducing the execution time variation of memory accesses.
A. Experimental Setup
All experiments presented in this section executed on an in-house cycle-accurate, execution-driven simulator compatible with Tricore ISA binaries [10] . The Tricore ISA, designed by Infineon Technologies, is widely used in hard real-time applications because it combines RISC, general-purpose and signal processing instructions within a single instruction set. The simulator was derived from CarCore [11] . We paid special attention to simulator correctness, extensively validating it through a wide range of tests.
The simulator models a memory hierarchy composed of a first level of cache (with separate instruction and data caches) and main memory. The first level of cache can model two different set-associativity caches placement policies: a standard set-associative cache and a skewed-associative cache. The former uses a fixed-hash function: log 2 (s) bits of the address, where s is the number of cache sets, are used to index the cache. The latter uses a different hash function per way [5] : f x (A) = s x (A1) ⊗ (A2), where s x (A1) is the x-bit circular shift of A1 and A1 and A2 are the 2 × log 2 (s) address bits used to index the cache (see Figure 1(b) ). Moreover, each type of cache can use two different replacement policies: random and LRU. Table III summarizes all cache models presented in this paper. Finally, the simulator models a main memory with a fixed latency of 30 processor cycles per access. The memory subsystem configuration used in the experiments is shown in Table IV-A. In order to explore all possible memory layouts, we designed a small fragment of code that resembles automatically-generated code. The code, shown in Figure 2 , is formed by five functions of similar size that are consecutively called inside a loop. The code is executed inside our processor model presented above, with a first level instruction cache of 256 bytes (see Table IV-A) .
In order to consider conflict and capacity misses, we designed two different sample programs: one that fits inside the cache, with a total size of 132 bytes, and other that does not fit inside the cache, with a total size of 312 bytes. It is clear that while the former will suffer only conflict misses, the latter will suffer both capacity and conflict misses. In every new simulation, we initialize the state of the cache so in both cases, compulsory misses will also occur.
The reason for using such small and simple code is because it allows us to perform an exhaustive exploration of all possible memory layouts. Executing real applications in a more realistic cache configuration would result in a enormous space exploration making simulation and analysis infeasible. In fact, this is one of the reasons why predicting the cost of memory accesses in the presence of caches, both on average and in the worst-case, is exceedingly complex with current WCET analyses. In fact, although previous studies [7] , [12] show that certain memory layouts result in different execution times of real applications, they do not conducte an exhaustive space exploration of the range of all possible memory layouts.
B. Exploring All Memory Layouts
In order to explore all possible memory layouts, we assume that every function is separated in memory with respect to the previous function by δ bytes. Therefore, considering the code presented in Figure 2 , a memory layout can be represented by five δ values, forming the ∆ vector:
Hence, every δ n shifts the beginning of the function n by δ n bytes, which has the same effect as adding padding code, resulting in a new cache pattern. The cache pattern sequences are a range of δ values will repeat every δ n mod z, where z is the size in bytes of all cache lines that form a way. In our case, the cache pattern repeats every δ n mod 64. Figure 3 shows two different cache patterns (represented by its corresponding memory layout ∆ vectors) of the 132-byte code when executing in our 256-byte instruction cache. In Figure 3(a) , the five functions are placed consecutively (∆ = < 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 >) so they perfectly fit inside the cache. However, in Figure 3(b) , the memory layout (∆ = < 24, 40, 40, 36, 32 >) results in a pathological layout in which every function will systematically evict the next call function when using LRU, producing a chain of cache conflict misses.
By performing an exhaustive exploration of all possible memory layouts, we can quantify how every memory layout affects the execution time of memory accesses, and so determine which memory layout results in pathological cache behavior. This analysis is illustrated in the following cases. Figure 4 shows the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of the hit ratios of all possible memory layouts, executing the 132-byte code in a standard cache that uses LRU. As expected, almost all memory layouts (about 90%) achieve the highest possible hit rate (0.94), which is the case when the layout yields no evictions. However, in the worst case, there is a set of memory layouts (approximately 1/10000 of all layouts) that achieve a very low hit rate (0.41). This high miss rate corresponds to a dramatic increase in execution time (see Section IV-F).
C. Case Study: Code Fits Inside Cache
By randomizing the replacement policy, the decision to evict a cache set becomes independent of recent cache access pattern history. In order to quantitatively compare random and LRU replacement policies in a standard cache, we take one memory layout of every different hit rate obtained using LRU (represented by circles in Figure 4 ), and simulate 10 6 executions of each layout using LRU and random. Figure 5 shows, from left to right, the CDF of the seven hit ratios (from 0.41 to 0.93) using LRU (labeled as Standard & LRU) and random (labeled as Standard & Random). As expected, the hit rate obtained using LRU in every execution is exactly the same because of its deterministic behavior.
However, when using the random replacement policy (Standard & Random), the memory layout that resulted in a cache risk pattern under LRU (first curve on the left) has considerably improved its hit rate ratio, obtaining 0.64 in only a few executions. In fact, one can compute the probability of having a cache risk pattern using a random replacement policy by raising the probability of evicting a certain way to the power of the total amount of memory accesses. Since the variable that models the replacement policy is by design independent and identically distributed, the probability of evicting any way is 1/k, where k is the associativity of the cache. In our case, the probability of pathological cache behavior using random replacement is extremely low: ∼ 2.4 −765 .
Moreover, randomized replacement also reduces the execution time variation of memory accesses. The worstcase layout yields a hit rate of 0.64, while the best-case yields a hit rate of 0.94. Figure 6 shows the CDF of the hit ratios of all possible memory layouts executing the 312-byte code in a standard cache that uses LRU. Since the code does not fit inside the cache, the cache suffers both capacity misses and conflict misses, resulting in very low hit rates. The hit rate varies from 0.41 (worst case) to 0.5 (best case). Note that this worst-case hit rate is the same as that obtained by the worst case for the 132-byte code (see Figure 4) .
D. Case Study: Code Does Not Fit Inside Cache
We then perform the same experiment presented in the previous section, with one memory layout of every hit rate obtained using LRU (represented by circles in Figure 6 ), and simulating 10 6 executions of each layout using LRU and random. Figure 7 shows, from left to right, the CDF of the six resultant hit-rates using LRU The random replacement policy (Standard & Random) consistently improves the hit rate of the six representative layouts versus LRU. In addition, it virtually eliminates the variance between the worst and the best layouts, achieving a hit rate of 0.66 in the worst case and a hit rate of 0.74 in the best case for all memory layouts.
E. Skewed-Associate Caches
As explained in Section II-A, skewed caches can effectively increase the hit rate over those provided by standard caches, by applying different hash functions for each assigned way. Figure 8 shows the CDF of the hit ratios of all possible memory layouts when executing the The skewed cache consistently improves the performance of all memory layouts versus the standard cache, improving the hit rate of the standard cache by up to 0.62 and obtaining a maximum hit rate of 0.73. However, note that current skewed caches also suffer from pathological cases because of their deterministic behavior. Given a particular pathological access pattern, the skewed cache will always achieve the same (reduced) hit rate. Such pathological cases introduce a variation in the hit rate ratio from 0.73 to 0.51 when comparing the best and the worst layouts.
In order to see the effect of applying a randomized replacement policy to skewed caches, we take the best and the worst memory layouts obtained with the skewed cache using LRU, and then simulate 10 6 executions of each layout using both LRU and random. We also perform the same experiment with the layouts in a standard cache that uses random replacement. Figure 9 shows, from left to right, the CDF of the hitrate of the two layouts when executing them in a skewedcache and LRU (labeled as Skewed & LRU), in a skewedcache and random (labeled as Skewed & Random) and in a standard cache and random (labeled as Standard & Random).
By applying randomization, the worst and the best memory layouts achieve almost the same performance, varying the hit rate from 0.65 to 0.75. Note that the placement policy has no effect on performance, obtaining almost the same hit rate whether using a fixed-hash function or a skewed-hash function.
F. Execution Time Analysis
While increased cache misses generally lead to decreases in performance, the relationship is not linear. We compute the execution time obtained with the architecturally-detailed simulator presented in Section IV-A. In particular, we focus on the execution time of the best and worst case layouts of the 312-byte code for both standard and skewed caches with LRU and random replacement policies 2 . Recall that, in case of randomized replacement, these simulations comprise one million experiments. Figure 10 presents these results. Execution times are normalized to the execution time of the best memory layout obtained with a standard cache and LRU (Figure 10(a) ) and with a skewed cache and LRU (Figure 10(b) ). For randomized replacement with the best layout, we present the best execution time obtained along the one million executions. For the worst layout, we present the worst execution time obtained out of one million of executions. This approach allows us to compute the maximum execution time variation (shown on top of graph lines).
For standard caches, randomized replacement decreases runtime substantially both for the best layout (a) Normalized execution times of the best and the worst layouts (obtained using a standard cache with LRU) of a standard cache with LRU and random.
(b) Normalized execution times of the best and the worst layouts (obtained using a skewed cache with LRU) of a skewed and standard caches with LRU and random. Fig. 10 . Normalized execution times and execution time variation of the 312-byte code executed in skewed and standard caches using LRU and random replacement policies.
(36% faster) and for the worst case (33% faster), although the execution time variation between the best and worst layout is slightly larger (from 13% to 18%).
For skewed caches, while randomized replacement achieves a smaller decrease for the best case (3%), it significantly improves runtime for the worst case (running almost 25% faster). Note that execution time is almost the same using a random replacement policy, whether with a standard cache or with a skewed cache. In effect, the placement policy has no effect on performance. Randomized replacement considerably decreases execution time variation versus LRU (from 49% to 16%).
V. DISCUSSION
One key problem of WCET analysis in general is the issue of pessimism. In the case of the execution time analysis of memory accesses, when a particular access it is not possible to determine if it will lead to a cache hit or a cache miss, the only safe assumption is to consider that it will be a cache miss, i.e., the worst scenario. This kind of analysis may result in significant pessimism which limits their value since the chances that all these memory accesses result in cache misses is extremely small.
One way to address this issue is to move towards probabilistic timing analysis [13] . In this case, the goal is to compute the probability of the extreme case and then make an argument that the probability is sufficiently low. Unfortunately, current cache approaches are not amenable to such probabilistic arguments because the deterministic behavior of caches may result in pathological cases and systematic cache misses. Applying probabilistic arguments to current caches is unsafe precisely because probabilistic analysis techniques rely on a hypothesis of statistical independence [13] . Unless one can prove that the variable that models the system or feature is independent and identically distributed (iid), using such statistical methods is not well-founded. Although several statistical approaches exists that deal with arbitrary models of dependence [14] , they are not currently in widespread use.
However, applying random replacement policies instead of current deterministic approaches may allow us to argue that the execution time of memory accesses can be analyzed using probabilistic arguments, because the random variable modeling the system is independent and identically-distributed. Our hypothesis is that new advanced hardware features such as caches can be used and analysed effectively in hard real-time systems with designs that provide truly randomized behaviour. This shift will enable new probabilistic timing analysis techniques that can be used effectively in arguments of verification, demonstrating that the probability of pathological execution times is negligible.
VI. RELATED WORK

A. Randomized Architectures
In the early 90's, pseudo-random interleaved memory architectures were proposed to evenly distribute the sequence of references across the memory modules in order to achieve the full bandwidth of the memory system [15] , [16] .
Randomized caches were first proposed by Schlansker et al. [17] to eliminate the repetitive cache conflict misses caused by bad strides in high performance processors. They used a pseudo-random hash function to randomize addresses into cache sets. By doing this, they could develop a purely analytic approach to determine cache performance. A similar approach was proposed by Topham et al. [18] , in which a pseudo-random indexing scheme based on polynomial modulus functions were proposed, allowing eliminating bad strides inherent in some SPEC95 benchmarks.
To the best of our knowledge, randomization has never been proposed for safety-critical systems because of its inherent unpredictability. In fact, most of the proposals focus on static analysability. Moreover, recent studies focus on providing predictability to advance hardware features which allows using static analysis approaches [19] , [20] , [21] . These works provide deterministic behaviour to the different processor components, while we aim for truly randomized processor components.
B. Replacement Policies for Real-Time
Reineke et al. present quantitative analytical results for the predictability of some replacement policies (LRU, FIFO, MRU and PLRU) based on two new metrics: evict and fill [9] . These metrics indicate how quickly the cache converges to a known state that can be statically predicted. The authors conclude that, based on these two metrics, the LRU replacement policy with an associativity up to eight performs better than others replacement policies. Recently, Junier et al. have presented interesting theoretical results that improve static instruction cache analysis methods for set-associative instruction caches with PLRU and a random replacement policies based on the evict and fill metrics [22] . As expected, the authors conclude that LRU replacement policy can be statically analyzed more tightly than PLRU and random replacement policies.
Bradford et al. compare twenty-one randomly chosen layouts of the same program obtaining an execution time variation of 22% [12] . More recently, Mezzetti et al. identify the problem of execution time variation caused by memory layouts in a real application: the on-Board Mission Time-line (MTL) component of the On-Board Software System used in the European Space Agency [7] . They develop three different memory layouts for the MTL and execute them on the AT697E LEON3 processor, obtaining an 11% execution time variation between a bad and a good memory layout, and argue that these underestimate the variance between the worst and the best memory layouts. The paper presents a list of cache design recommendations in which they recommend the use of LRU as a deterministic replacement policy.
C. Layout Randomization
Randomized memory layouts were first used in the context of memory management in DieHard, proposed by Berger et al. [23] . DieHard places allocated heap objects randomly in a larger-than-required heap, enabling probabilistic memory safety, bounding the likelihood of memory errors such as buffer overflow, dangling pointers or invalid frees. As we observe here with randomized replacement, DieHard's use of randomized placement generally does not significantly degrade application performance.
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The features of modern microprocessors greatly complicate the prediction and analysis of worst-case execution times. In particular, this paper focuses on the complexities created by caches. Through execution-driven simulation and in the context of instruction caches, we show that standard cache replacement policies can lead to catastrophic cache behavior that increases cache misses to the point where it effectively disables the cache. This paper explores an alternative: the use of randomized replacement policies. We show that randomized replacement effectively avoids the pathological behaviors of deterministic replacement policies while achieving reasonable performance. This paper represents our first step towards exploring the use of randomization as a way to prevent pathological cases and increase predictability in hard real-time systems.
We intend to extend this work in a number of directions. First, we plan to broaden the scope of our study to include larger benchmarks. Although this approach will preclude the possibility of exhaustive state space exploration, it will allow us to quantify the impact of randomized caches on execution time of larger applications.
Second, this paper limits its scope to the study of randomization in the replacement policy of a single level of the instruction cache. We plan to study the effects of randomization on worst-case performance for data caches and multiple levels of caches. We also plan to explore the possibility of randomized placement policies, where the mapping of a particular address to a cache line is not fixed.
Finally, we plan to develop the required analytical mathematical models to explore the benefits of randomization. These analytical models will primarily be obtained using standard probabilistic and statistical approaches such as extreme value statistics [24] or cop-ulas [13] . This approach will allow deriving timing correctness from probabilistic guarantees. For example, if the requirements placed on the reliability of a subsystem indicate that the probability of a timing failure must be less than 10 −9 per hour of operation, then the analysis techniques developed will translate this reliability requirement into a probabilistic worst-case execution time for the sub-system. Moreover, we eventually intend to combine this work with an industrial-strength realtime WCET tool such as RapiTime to allow us to develop well-grounded probabilistic WCET estimates.
